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Weve Switched Disposables For Charlie Banana
Posted by Would Like To Be A Yummy Mummy on Jan 4, 2013 in nappies

Tired of dirty leaky nappies ruining my baby's clothes, I went ahead and brought a real one to try (actually I ordered two but only one turned up).
Anyway I had always wondered what they would be like.

The chosen nappy was the Charlie Banana which is a two piece, pocket system.

 

When this one arrived I was very impressed. Not only does it look super cute but feels gorgeous too, extra soft fleece. Much nicer than disposables. In
fact I didn't put it on for a little while at first not wanting her to ruin it and get it dirty – so silly but so true!
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I quickly got over that and tried it on her. The poppers mean it is very easy to adjust depending on the age and size of your little one. Its a one size fits
all nappy, from newborn untill ready for toilet training so will fit the smallest to the chubbiest of babies.

The Big Test

First up we tried it at home. As she is so small still (5 months now) we started off using just one insert and it worked perfectly. We instantly liked it
and there were no leaks so we were very impressed.

After that we tried it when out and about – proving it wasn't a pain or any more difficult than disposables. I have a little wet bag that came with my
Mummy bag so right now I just pop it there and deal with it when I get home (She's not on solids yet).

Finally the big test…we tried it over night. For night time we used both inserts which worked really well, still no leaks!

The Results

We have been using and washing this 1 nappy (used disposables the rest of the time) for two weeks now and have been completely converted. Even
Husband has and he wasn't that keen on the idea of trying them.

They look very stylish and are soo soft next to Daisy's skin. They come up perfectly clean too – no stains. With only 1 at first it has been used and
washed daily, yet still looks new. Washed at 40 degrees with my Eco egg all stains have come out first time round whereas they didn't on her clothes.

In fact we have been so impressed that we have since ordered a whole box of them and they arrived today. Look at all these pretty colours:
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Daisy is now a fully converted real nappy girl. I so wish I had used them with the other two…..we could have saved a fortune. We have worked out
that we will still save though and we will be helping the environment too which of course is priceless.

Once you have tried one you won't want to use anything else.

Karen x
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